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This Thesis is a Compendium of Research Papers 

This dissertation is presented as compendium of research papers. That is, the contribution is 

justified by gathering and placing together various research papers with a coherent theme 

that have been accepted in indexed journals or high-impact conferences. These works have 

been done during the PhD and the doctorate has played a significant role on them. In Section 

2, there is a summary of each paper, the methodology and access to the papers. 

The request of presenting this thesis by compendium has been approved by the thesis director 

[authDirector.pdf] and the doctoral school [authComittee.pdf] following the rules of the 

university for presenting a thesis in this modality [rulesCompendium.pdf]. 

The following articles are included in this thesis: 

 Holographic Acoustic Elements for Manipulation of Levitated Objects. Nature 

Communications. 2015. Impact Factor 10.5, Applied Physics. Asier Marzo, Sue Ann 

Seah, Bruce W. Drinkwater, Deepak Ranjan Sahoo, Benjamin Long, Sriram 

Subramanian. A.M. and B.W.D. designed, developed and implemented the algorithms 

and simulations; A.M. and S.A.S. measured the acoustic slices; A.M and D.R.S. 

measured the spring constants; A.M. conducted the rest of the experiments and wrote 

the paper; all the authors contributed to the discussion and edited the manuscript. 

 GauntLev: A Wearable to Manipulate Free-floating Objects. ACM CHI. 2016 (to 

appear). Core A*, Human-Computer Interaction. Asier Marzo. 

[acceptance_GauntLev.pdf] 

 LeviPath: Modular Acoustic Levitation for 3D Path Visualisations. ACM CHI. 

2015. Core A*, Human-Computer Interaction. Themis Omirou, Asier Marzo, Sue 

Ann Seah, Sriram Subramanian. A.M. developed the technical implementation based 

on the S.A. Moreover, A.M. wrote around half of the paper and made major editions 

to the rest of it. 

 Ghost Touch: Turning Surfaces into Interactive Tangible Canvases with 

Focused Ultrasound. ACM ITS 2015, Core A. Asier Marzo, Richard McGeehan, 

Jess McIntosh, Sue Ann Seah, Sriram Subramanian. A.M. developed the technical 

part and wrote the paper.  
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Acuerdo A3/2015 del Comité de Dirección de la Escuela de Doctorado de Navarra adoptado 


en sesión celebrada el 11 de febrero de 2015 por el que se modifica la  normativa para la 


elaboración de tesis como compendio de publicaciones 


Artículo 1. Requisitos de la modalidad de tesis como compendio de publicaciones 


1. Podrán optar por la presentación de la tesis en la modalidad de compendio de 
publicaciones aquellos doctorandos que, previamente a la presentación de sus tesis y 
con la autorización expresa de su director o directores, tengan publicados o aceptados 
para su publicación, con fecha posterior a la del inicio de sus estudios de doctorado, 
un número mínimo de dos artículos con unidad temática. Los dos habrán de estarlo 
en revistas científicas cuyo índice de impacto se encuentre incluido en la relación de 
revistas del Journal of Citation Reports o de calidad equiparable según otras 
clasificaciones o a juicio de la Comisión Académica correspondiente, cuando se trate 
de publicaciones open access o de materias que no estén indexadas en el medio 
mencionado. 


2. La Comisión Académica de cada programa de doctorado podrá indicar requisitos 
adicionales para esta modalidad de presentación de tesis, estableciendo una regulación 
compatible con el presente procedimiento, que deberá ser aprobada por el Comité de 
Dirección de la Escuela de Doctorado. 


Artículo 2. Estructura de la tesis 


1. Las tesis presentadas como compendio de publicaciones deberán incluir, en todo 
caso, los siguientes contenidos: 


a) Una página inicial en la que se especifique que la tesis es un compendio de trabajos 
previamente publicados o aceptados para su publicación. En ella se harán constar las 
referencias completas de los artículos que constituyen el cuerpo de la tesis. 
b) La autorización del director o directores para la presentación de la tesis en esta 
modalidad y el informe motivado de la Comisión Académica responsable del programa 
de doctorado. 


c) Una introducción general en la que se presenten los trabajos y se justifique su 
unidad temática 


d) Una copia de los trabajos publicados o aceptados para su publicación. 


e) Un documento en el que se especifiquen los objetivos de investigación, las 
aportaciones del doctorando, la metodología utilizada y las conclusiones finales. 


f) Un apéndice en el que se incluirán las copias de las cartas de aceptación de los 
trabajos pendientes de publicación, el factor de impacto de las revistas y áreas 
temáticas correspondientes a las publicaciones que se recogen en la tesis y la 
justificación de la contribución del doctorando si se trata de un trabajo realizado en 
coautoría. 


2. La introducción general y la memoria tendrán una extensión conjunta no inferior a 
diez mil palabras y estarán redactados en cualquiera de las lenguas oficiales de la 
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Comunidad Foral de Navarra, así como en cualquier idioma reconocido como oficial 
en la UE o en una lengua habitual para la comunicación científica en su campo de 
conocimiento. En cualquier caso, el resumen y las conclusiones de la misma deberán 
proporcionarse además en castellano, sin perjuicio de lo establecido para la obtención 
de la mención de Doctor Internacional. 


3. Los trabajos realizados en coautoría no podrán integrar más de una tesis en la 
modalidad de compendio de publicaciones. Los coautores no doctores deberán 
renunciar expresamente a presentar dichos trabajos como parte de otra tesis doctoral 
en esta modalidad. 


La Escuela de Doctorado llevará un registro de los trabajos contenidos en todas las 
tesis presentadas en la modalidad de compendio de publicaciones. 


Artículo 3. Procedimiento 


1. El doctorando solicitará a la Escuela de Doctorado la autorización para presentar la 
tesis como compendio de publicaciones, adjuntando copia de la autorización del 
director o directores de la tesis y del informe de la Comisión Académica del programa 
de doctorado. 


2. Los coautores de los trabajos presentados no podrán formar parte del tribunal que 
ha de juzgar la tesis. 


3. En lo no previsto en este capítulo, se aplicarán las reglas establecidas con carácter 
general. 


Se presentará además el impreso de solicitud de tesis doctoral como compendio. 
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1. 


 


2. 


 


3. 


 


4. 


 


SOLICITUD DE TESIS DOCTORAL COMO COMPENDIO DE 
PUBLICACIONES 
 
DATOS PERSONALES: 
 
APELLIDOS _____________________________________NOMBRE ____________________________ 
 
D.N.I. ____________________TFNO. ______________ E-MAIL ____________________________ 
 
DOMICILIO ______________________________________________________________C.P. _________  
 
LOCALIDAD ___________________ PROVINCIA ________________ PAÍS ______________________ 
 
 
TÍTULO DE LA TESIS:  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
PROGRAMA DE DOCTORADO EN EL QUE SE HA REALIZADO LA TESIS:  
 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
SOLICITA la presentación de su Tesis Doctoral en la modalidad de COMPENDIO DE PUBLICACIONES 
 
Pamplona, a ____ de _________________ de 20 ____ 
 
El doctorando 
 
 
 
Fdo.: 
 
PUBLICACIONES INCLUIDAS EN LA TESIS (1) 
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AUTORIZACIÓN DEL DIRECTOR/DIRECTORES DE TESIS: 


 
VºBº Director de Tesis    VºBº Director de Tesis 
 
 
 
 
 
Fdo.: __________________________  Fdo.: __________________________ 
 
 
 
INFORME MOTIVADO DE LA COMISIÓN ACADÉMICA DEL PROGRAMA: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pamplona, a ____de __________________de 20____ 
 
El  Coordinador del programa 
 
 
 
 
Fdo.: 
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ESCUELA DE DOCTORADO 
 
A la vista de las publicaciones incluidas en la tesis y del informe motivado del órgano responsable del 
programa de doctorado, la Comisión Permanente del Comité de Dirección de la Escuela de Doctorado ha 
acordado en su reunión de...................... 
 
 
 
AUTORIZAR / NO AUTORIZAR (táchese lo que no proceda) la presentación de la tesis en la modalidad 
de compendio de pulblicaciones. 
 
 
 
El Director de la Escuela de Doctorado 
 
Fdo.: José Miguel Múgica 
 
Pamplona, a ____de ______________ de 20____ 
 
 
sello 
 
 
INSTRUCCIONES PARA CUMPLIMENTAR EL IMPRESO DE SOLICITUD DE TESIS POR COMPENDIO DE 
PUBLICACIONES 
(1)  Se hará constar la referencia completa de cada publicación, especificando todos los autores de la misma, el factor 
de impacto de la revista y el área temática (Subject Category de la ISI Web of Knowledge). 
Si el artículo está pendiente  de publicación, se adjuntará la carta o e-mail de aceptación. 
Si la publicación está realizada en coautoría, se adjuntará la justificación de la contribución del doctorando. 
Si algunos de los coautores de la publicación son no doctores, se adjuntará la renuncia expresa de los mismos a incluir  
dicha publicación en otra tesis doctoral en la modalidad de compendio de publicaciones. 
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Summary / Resumen 

Summary (English) 

Acoustic waves can levitate particles of a wide range of materials and sizes through air, water 

or biological tissues. This is of paramount importance for crystallography, cell manipulation, 

lab-on-a-chip scenarios, pharmacology, containerless transportation and even levitation of 

living things.  To date, the levitated particles had to be enclosed by acoustic elements as 

single-sided levitators only exerted lateral trapping forces or pulling forces. Furthermore, 

translation and rotation of the trap was limited. Here, for the first time we show full acoustic 

trapping, translation and rotation of levitated particles using a single-sided phased array. Our 

approach creates optimum traps at the target positions for any spatial arrangement and 

significantly enhances previous manipulators. We report three optimum acoustic traps: Twin 

traps, a novel acoustic phenomenon with the ability to rotate objects; Vortex traps, previously 

only shown theoretically; and Bottle traps, never proven to levitate objects before. We also 

introduce the concept of Holographic Acoustic Elements (HAEs) based on interpreting the 

phase modulations of the transducers as a holographic plate that combines the encoding of 

identifiable acoustic elements. HAEs allow us to analyse and efficiently generate acoustic 

traps as well as to compare them with optical traps. 

This work brings the advantages of optical levitation (single-beam, rotation, holographic 

control and multiple particles) to the efficiency and versatility of acoustic levitation. As a 

result, we expect the development of powerful tractor beams, 3D physical displays or 

acoustically-controlled internal nanomachines that do not interfere with MRI visualization. 

New applications for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) can be derived from the possibility 

of remotely moving objects in mid-air to specific locations and even through obstacles. In 

the most basic configuration, we move particles over a surface to paint on sand or liquids a 

distance and without contact. A more advance system positions a couple of objects in 3D 

allowing us to represent functions and positions of objects such as planes or asteroids. The 

ultimate goal for a display is to levitate hundreds of particles independently to form different 

shapes. 
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Resumen (Español) 

Las ondas acústicas ejercen fuerzas de radiación que forman trampas acústicas en los puntos 

donde estas fuerzas convergen. Estas trampas acústicas permiten la levitación de partículas 

de una amplia gama de materiales y tamaños a través de aire, agua o tejidos biológicos. Esto 

es de suma importancia para cristalografía, manipulación celular, sistemas lab-on-a-chip, 

biomateriales, transporte sin contacto e incluso la levitación de seres vivos. 

Con los levitadores acústicos anteriores, las partículas atrapadas tenían que ser rodeadas por 

elementos acústicos. Los levitadores de una sola cara (o de un solo haz), sólo ejercían fuerzas 

laterales, empuje o requerían del uso de una lente acústica. Además, la translación y rotación 

de las partículas eran limitadas. 

Los levitadores de un solo eje son la forma más común de generar trampas acústicas. Se 

componen de un transductor acústico y un reflector u otro transductor encima. Esto genera 

una onda estacionaria entre los dos elementos y sus nodos actúan como trampas. Al cambiar 

la diferencia de fase entre los transductores, las trampas se mueven en una sola dimensión 

sin necesidad de accionamiento mecánico. Varias configuraciones para la manipulación en 

dos dimensiones se han explorado, por ejemplo, una matriz plana de transductores y un 

reflector paralelo proporcionan movimiento dentro del plano de la matriz. Alternativamente, 

una formación circular de transductores orientada hacia el interior puede trasladar y rotar una 

partícula dentro del círculo. La translación en 3D es posible con cuatro matrices colocadas 

formando un cuadrado. Recientemente, elementos piezoeléctricos fabricados a medida se han 

utilizado para crear trampas con dispositivos de una sola cara (pinzas acústicas). Sin 

embargo, estas trampas ejercen solamente fuerzas laterales y por lo tanto las partículas tienen 

que estar apoyadas sobre una superficie. Fuerzas de tracción que actúan en contra de la 

dirección de propagación (rayos tractores) se han observado en agua usando partículas de 

forma triangular y en aire usando botellas acústicas. Trampas en tres dimensiones con 

dispositivos de una sola cara se han demostrado teóricamente y recientemente una trampa 

3D estática bajo el agua ha sido reportada. No obstante, se requería una lente acústica física, 

lo que introduce una considerable pérdida de energía y limita la posición de la trampa al foco. 
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Atrapamiento controlado en 3D, traslación y rotación con un dispositivo de una sola cara 

permitiría a las pinzas acústicas convertirse en los homólogos de mayor escala de las pinzas 

ópticas, abriendo aplicaciones en el procesamiento de materiales, fabricación de micro-escala 

y biomedicina. 

En mi trabajo, demostramos simultáneamente atrapamiento 3D, traslación y rotación de las 

partículas utilizando dispositivos de una sola cara. Esto se logra mediante el ajuste de manera 

óptima los retardos de fase usados para alimentar los transductores; de esta manera se generan 

estructuras acústicas sin precedentes y sin recurrir a lentes físicas, transductores hechos a 

medida o accionamiento mecánico. Nuestro método genera trampas óptimas en las 

posiciones deseadas con cualquier disposición espacial de los transductores; además, mejora 

significativamente los manipuladores anteriores. Presentamos tres trampas acústicas 

óptimas: trampas pinza, un nuevo fenómeno acústico que también puede rotar objetos; 

trampas tornado, cuyas capacidades de levitación se mostraron teóricamente y recientemente 

se observaron experimentalmente usando una lente acústica fija; y trampas en botella, que 

nunca han sido ni probadas ni sugeridas para levitar objetos. También introducimos el 

concepto de elementos holográficos acústicos basado en la interpretación de los retardos de 

fase como una placa holográfica que combina la codificación de elementos acústicos. Esta 

teoría permite el análisis y la generación eficiente de trampas acústicas, así como 

comparaciones con trampas ópticas. Este trabajo lleva las ventajas de la levitación óptica (es 

decir, un solo haz, rotación, control holográfico y múltiples partículas) a la eficiencia y 

versatilidad de la levitación acústica. Como resultado, esperamos el desarrollo de potentes 

rayos tractores, pantallas físicas 3D o control de micro-máquinas que están dentro de nuestro 

cuerpo. 

Nuevas aplicaciones en interacción hombre-máquina (IHM) se pueden derivar de la 

posibilidad de posicionar en medio del aire objetos a distancia e incluso a través de 

obstáculos. En la configuración más básica, movemos partículas sobre una superficie para 

pintar sobre la arena o líquidos a distancia y sin contacto. Un sistema más avanzado puede 

posicionar un par de objetos en 3D, esto nos permite representar funciones y posiciones de 

objetos tales como aviones o asteroides. El objetivo final sería crear un display compuesto 

de cientos de partículas que levitan de forma independiente para formar diferentes formas. 
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together. We all had different hobbies, degrees or ways of facing problems. I really appreciate 

this variety and have the naive idea that it would be fantastic working with them in a 

company. 

Tax payers give to research a significant amount of what they earn with tremendous effort, 

even when sometimes it seems like wasted money in our hands, the researchers. I will always 

have them present in future research. My papers may not have been useful but I will work to 

create useful technology for humankind and to answer questions with deep implications or 

that greatly satisfy our curiosity. 

To my teachers, they put lot of effort into teaching me the most important concepts required 

for being a successful computer engineer or a scientist. But more than technical knowledge, 

their curious and humble attitude is what really inspire their pupils. Similarly, I should be 

thankful to my colleagues, most of the ideas that I have or I will have are just a 

conglomeration of things that I have heard from them or that we have discussed while 

drinking tea and playing videogames. 

To rejections: all the research papers presented in this thesis are accepted ones; however, 

rejections have been more common, especially in the early days. I have learnt most of the 

things trough rejections and now I do not mind them. After this thesis, I truly enjoy learning 

and do not get stressed by all the things that I do not know or I get wrong. 
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Introduction: our new hands 

Curiosity is one of the most beautiful and interesting features of humankind. It is the inherent 

desire to discover and understand all the things that surround us: from the tide of the oceans 

to the fundamental particles that compose matter. This desire to understand and explore could 

be an evolutionary trait or an indirect necessity of answering the ultimate questions of who 

are we, where do we come from and where are we going. In any case, curiosity has been a 

strong determinant in our success. 

Curiosity requires the ability to see and manipulate the entities around us. We need to see for 

acquiring information about the environment, the main method for this is our senses and 

among them, our eyes are the most developed one. On the other hand, we need to manipulate 

the entities that we are observing, either for building new ones or just to understand their 

inner mechanisms. In this regards, our hands are capable of incredible feats of millimetric 

accuracy guided by motor-eye coordination, proprioception and touch. 

Nonetheless, our hands present several limitations, for instance they require contact with the 

manipulated objects and partially occlude them, they are vulnerable to heat or certain 

substances and picking or releasing small objects is difficult. To overcome these constraints, 

we create and employ tools. Holding a hammer, wearing gloves or tweezing out a splinter 

are examples of how tools have hastened our success as a species. 

Similarly, our eyes can only capture a minuscule fraction of the electromagnetic spectrum 

and in a scale that seems far away from atoms or stars. Luckily, we have developed 

microscopes and telescopes that expanded our range and scale. We have even surpassed the 

inherent limit of light to image things smaller than its wavelength with technologies such as 

electron microscopy, x-ray crystallography or super resolution microscopy. We can even 

observe the trail of fundamental particles in bubble-chambers. 

We have  also created new manipulation tools or in other words, new hands. Microscopic 

tweezers or cranes are a couple of examples but we have much more advanced “hands”. Even 

since the 60s it was known that a focalized laser could trap small particles (aka optical 

tweezers), with this technology we can stretch DNA strains or hold atoms to cool them down 

to the lowest temperatures. We have also used electricity to manipulate particles 
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(electrophoretics) being the manipulated entities things as varied as proteins in a petri dish 

or plasma inside a Tokamak. CRISPR or TALEN are just some of the techniques that imply 

that we can edit gene sequences with unprecedented control. Nowadays, 3D printers are 

mainstream and counterparts for the nanoworld are becoming more and more used (e.g. 2 

photon lithography). 

However, our ability to see has always predated our capacity to manipulate; new technologies 

for manipulation are highly coveted. In this thesis, we advance beyond the state of the art in 

acoustophoretics; namely, the manipulation of particles using the acoustic radiation force. 

Being sound a mechanical wave, acoustic manipulation has the best efficiency in input power 

to output force. Sound can travel through air, water, tissue or solids and its range of frequency 

permits to manipulate things from the microscopic scale (like cells or microorganisms) to the 

macroscale (steel bearings or blobs of liquid). We apply the new results to Human-Computer 

Interaction (HCI) but Holographic Acoustic Levitation will also find impactful applications 

on other fields. 
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Levitation for Human-Computer Interaction 

Levitation is the process of suspending objects in mid-air without any mechanical support. 

Additionally, the possibility of moving these objects is usually associated with levitation. As 

it can be expected, the applications of moving objects in mid-air are numerous and attractive. 

For instance, an object levitating in mid-air can represent the position of a plane or asteroid; 

linked objects could represent atoms forming a molecule; and floating particles can be used 

as voxels to represent 3D volumes, or simply as a projector screen to project in that can be 

moved and moulded. 

Several ways of creating levitation have been explored and utilized for the manipulation of 

objects. Optical levitation is based on the transfer of photons momentum [1]. Although it is 

extraordinarily accurate for manipulating cells and atoms, the forces and sizes of the particles 

that can be controlled make it unsuitable for HCI applications. Similarly, the quantum 

Casimir effect allows levitation but only of nanoscale objects [2].  

Magnetic levitation has been used in HCI and was exemplified by the system called ZeroN 

[3], where a magnetic sphere of 3cm diameter was levitated in a 20cm interaction space. 

However, the magnetic control is for one of the dimensions, only one levitated object can be 

controlled and the material properties of the tangible object are limited as it needs to be 

magnetic. More traditional approaches like air jets have been used to control the position of 

an object [4]. However, the nozzles were positioned around the object and the levitation was 

interrupted as soon as any of the jets was occluded by the user’s hand. 

Acoustic Levitation 

An interesting option to move objects is the use of ultrasound waves as they exert radiation 

forces [5]. Moreover, with the use of phased arrays [6] the sound beams can be steered and 

focalized at different positions with pinpoint accuracy and without the need of for mechanical 

actuation. For instance, bursts of ultrasound can be used to move light objects over a flat 

surface [7] enabling the actuation of tangible objects.  

Using adequate acoustic structures, particles can be completely suspended in air using sound 

[8]. The most basic arrangement to produce this effect is a transducer (sound emitter) and a 

reflector on top [9], creating a standing wave and allowing particles to levitate in the nodes. 
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By changing the phase delay or the amplitude of the transducers, movement of the particle 

can be achieved. A grid of transducers and a reflector on top enable to move a particle in 2D, 

parallel to the reflector, by changing the transducers amplitude [10,12]. Also, a ring formation 

of transducers can translate a particle inside the formed 2D circle [11]. Finally, 3D translation 

was achieved with 4 orthogonal arrays [13]. 

Principles of Acoustic Levitation 

A monofrequential acoustic field is generated when all the sound sources are emitting with 

the same frequency. The sources are usually transducers that can transform electrical pulses 

into mechanical waves. Monofrequential acoustic fields can be defined with a complex value 

for each position of the space, i.e.  𝑎𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑐𝐹𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑝 being  𝑝 the complex pressure 

at a determinate point. The amplitude is the modulus of the pressure and the phase is the 

argument: 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 = |𝑝|, 𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 = arg 𝑝. 

The Gor’kov potential (U) is a simplification of the Navier-stokes equations that can be used 

to determine the forces acting on a small sphere when it is inside an acoustic field. 

𝑈 = 2𝜋𝑅3 [
〈𝑝2〉

3𝜌𝑚𝑐𝑚
2

−
𝜌𝑚〈𝑢2〉

2
] 

where R is the radius of the sphere, 𝜌𝑚 is the medium density and 𝑐𝑚 is the speed of sound 

in the medium. 〈𝑝2〉 and 〈𝑢2〉 are the mean square amplitudes of the pressure and velocity at 

the centre of the sphere. The gradient of the potential represents the forces acting on a small 

sphere. Therefore, a levitation point is a position to which all the forces converge; that is, a 

minimum of the potential. 

Standing waves can trap particles in their nodes [9] because these areas represent a minimum 

of the Gor’kov potential. Standing waves contain a sequence of nodes and antinodes being 

nodes points with minimum amplitude and antinodes points with maximum amplitude. 

Standing waves are created when two waves of the same frequency coming opposite 

directions encounter. The capability of controlling standing waves enables the translation of 

the levitating objects that are contained within. 
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Single-axis levitators consist of two opposite acoustic elements that generate a standing wave 

between them. A transducer and a reflector on top is a simple configuration for a static single-

axis levitator [9]. If the reflector is replaced with another transducer, then changing the phase 

difference between the transducers will displace the standing wave up and down generating 

1D movement in the trapped particles.  

Planar array levitators comprise a 2D grid of transducers and a reflector on top [10,12]. By 

changing the amplitude of subsequent transducers, the standing wave can be moved in a 2D 

plane parallel to the reflector and the array of transducers. 

Both single-axis and planar manipulators lack 3D manoeuvrability. Recent research has 

recurred to opposed phased arrays for having full control on the standing wave. A phased 

array is a grid of transducers all emitting with the same frequency and amplitude. Phased 

arrays can steer and focalize the beam without mechanically moving the array. Ochiai et al. 

[13] used four orthogonally placed phased arrays to generate two perpendicular focal lines, 

in which the intersections generate a levitation point.  
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Compiled Research Papers 

As stated previously, this thesis is a compendium of research papers. That is, the contribution 

of the thesis should be judged attending to the works presented in this section. 

All the presented papers have a coherent research line which in general is acoustic radiation 

forces and more specifically, acoustic manipulation for applications on human-computer 

interaction. 

For each paper, we include the abstract, the employed methodology and how it is 

encompassed by the overarching theme of the thesis. The full papers are attached; they have 

been published in high-impact journals or conferences. Furthermore, in all of them the 

doctorate has made a significant contribution. 

Ghost Touch: Turning Surfaces into Interactive Tangible Canvases with Focused 

Ultrasound. 

Full paper [paper_GhostTouch.pdf], online link. 

Digital art technologies take advantage of the input, output and processing capabilities of 

modern computers. However, full digital systems lack the tangibility and expressiveness of 

their traditional counterparts. We present Ghost Touch, a system that remotely actuate the 

artistic medium with an ultrasound phased array. Ghost Touch transforms a normal surface 

into an interactive tangible canvas in which the users and the system collaborate in real-time 

to produce an artistic piece. Ghost Touch is able to detect traces and reproduce them, 

therefore enabling common digital operations such as copy, paste, save or load whilst 

maintaining the tangibility of the traditional medium. Ghost Touch has enhanced expressivity 

since it uses a novel algorithm to generate multiple ultrasound focal points with specific 

intensity levels. Different artistic effects can be performed on sand, milk&ink or liquid soap. 

The methodology for the algorithm is basically an optimization approach. More specifically, 

the pressure at that target points is defined with an analytical formula that has only the phase 

of the transducers as the parameters. This formula is obtained by using the Piston model to 

predict the pressure that one transducer exerts at one point depending on its different 

parameters (i.e. aperture, power, position and orientation). The acoustic field is linear and 

thus field exerted by all the transducers is the complex addition of the complex pressure 

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2817727
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generated by each transducer. Then, a non-linear optimizer is used to minimize the difference 

between the desired and current pressure at the target points. For developing the system, we 

used a phased-array composed of 256 speakers, a camera and a small projector. A normal PC 

received the data from all the devices and ran a software developed in Java with the following 

functionalities: detect the trace of the user, project at the desired position with a mapping 

between the virtual space and the real canvas; and finally, calculating the phases to send to 

the phased-array for creating the focal points at the desired targets and with the required 

pressure. 

This work is the simplest of all in terms of acoustic levitation but it illustrates how to control 

the pressure very finely and thus the acoustic radiation force. Although levitation is not 

directly achieved, the artistic media (sand or liquids) are displaced along the canvas. This 

could be considered as 2D levitation. 

LeviPath: Modular Acoustic Levitation for 3D Path Visualisations 

Full paper [paper_Levipath.pdf], online link. 

LeviPath is a modular system to levitate objects across 3D paths. It consists of two opposed 

arrays of transducers that create a standing wave capable of suspending objects in mid-air. 

To control the standing wave, the system employs a novel algorithm based on combining 

basic patterns of movement. Our approach allows the control of multiple beads 

simultaneously along different 3D paths. Due to the patterns and the use of only two opposed 

arrays, the system is modular and can scale its interaction space by joining several LeviPaths. 

In this paper, we describe the hardware architecture, the basic patterns of movement and how 

to combine them to produce 3D path visualisations. 

This is the first algorithm to position a levitating particle in 3D using only 2 opposed arrays 

of transducers. The algorithm is very simple and based on linearly interpolating basic patterns 

that levitate objects in known positions. When the patterns get interpolated, the levitation 

points also get interpolated. 

Despite using a basic algorithm, this work was a great improvement on acoustic 

manipulation, for the first time it was possible to control a particle in 3D with only two 

opposed arrays. This simplifies the systems and makes them more modular. Additionally, 

some application in HCI such as the representation of 3D paths are highlighted. 

http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2702333
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Holographic Acoustic Elements for Manipulation of Levitated Objects 

Full paper [paper_holographicLevitation.pdf],  

[paper_holographicLevitation_Appendix.pdf], online link. 

Sound can levitate objects of different sizes and materials through air, water and tissue. This 

allows us to manipulate cells, liquids, compounds or living things without touching or 

contaminating them. However, acoustic levitation has required the targets to be enclosed with 

acoustic elements or had limited manoeuvrability. Here we optimize the phases used to drive 

an ultrasonic phased array and show that acoustic levitation can be employed to translate, 

rotate and manipulate particles using even a single-sided emitter. Furthermore, we introduce 

the holographic acoustic elements framework that permits the rapid generation of traps and 

provides a bridge between optical and acoustical trapping. Acoustic structures shaped as 

tweezers, twisters or bottles emerge as the optimum mechanisms for tractor beams or 

containerless transportation. Single-beam levitation could manipulate particles inside our 

body for applications in targeted drug delivery or acoustically controlled micro-machines 

that do not interfere with magnetic resonance imaging. 

The methodology for this paper is based on expressing the trapping strength at one point as 

the Laplacian of the Gorkov potential. The Gorkov Laplacian measures the convergence of 

the forces to which a spherical object is subjected when placed on specific position of an 

acoustic field. This function can be expressed with only the phase of the transducers as the 

parameters. Then, with a non-linear optimizer, the optimal phases can be obtained. That is, 

the phases that generate the strongest trapping forces at the desired points. More important, 

we observed that the optimum phases could always be decomposed into a focus element and 

a phase signature that was the same regardless of the levitation point. In other words, the 

optimum solutions represent holographic plates equivalents to the ones used in Holographic 

Optical Elements. For building the devices we used 3D printers, laser cutters and custom-

made driver boards. 

This is the main paper of the thesis. This paper allows for the first time to levitate particles 

with any device, even single-sided ones. Also, this paper presents a new understanding of the 

optimum traps since they can be analysed as acoustic holograms. We hope that this paper 

becomes a referent in acoustic manipulation and motivate more work on it. 
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A
coustic waves can exert radiation forces1 and form
acoustic traps at points where these forces converge
permitting the levitation of particles of a wide range of


materials and sizes2 through air3, water4 or biological tissues5.
This is of paramount importance for crystallography6,
cell manipulation7, lab-on-a-chip scenarios8, biomaterials9,
containerless transportation3,10 and even the levitation of living
things11.


With previous acoustic levitators, the trapped particles had to
be enclosed by acoustic elements3,10,12–14. Single-sided (or single-
beam) levitators only exerted lateral trapping forces15,16, pulling
forces17,18 or required the use of an acoustic lens19. Furthermore,
translation3,12–14 and rotation20 of the traps were limited.


Single-axis levitators3,6,10,13 are a common arrangement for
generating acoustic traps. They consist of an acoustic transducer
and a reflector or another transducer above it. This generates a
standing wave between the two elements and the nodes of the
wave act as trap. By changing the phase difference between
the transducers, the traps move in a single dimension without
mechanical actuation. Various configurations for two-
dimensional manipulation have been explored, for example, a
flat array of transducers and a parallel reflector provides
movement within the plane of the array3,13. Alternatively, an
inward-facing circular array of transducers can translate4,12 and
rotate20 a particle within the circle. Three-dimensional (3D)
translation is possible with four arrays placed forming a square14


and recently with two opposed arrays21.
Recent progress has seen custom-made piezoelectric elements


being used to create traps with a single-sided device (acoustic
tweezers)15,16. However, these traps only exert lateral forces and
thus the particles have to rest on a surface. Pulling forces acting
counter to the propagation direction (tractor beams) have been
measured in water using triangular-shaped particles18 and in air
using acoustic bottle beams17. Full 3D trapping with a single-
sided device has been shown theoretically22,23 and a static
underwater 3D trap has recently been reported19. Nonetheless, a
physical acoustic lens was required, introducing considerable
energy loss16 and fixing the position of the trap to the focal point.


Controlled 3D trapping, translation and rotation with a
single-sided array would enable acoustic tweezers to become the
larger-scale counterparts of optical tweezers24, opening up
applications in materials processing, micro-scale manufacturing
and biomedicine.


Here we demonstrate simultaneous 3D acoustic trapping,
translation and rotation of levitated particles using a single-sided
array operating in air. This is achieved by optimally adjusting
the phase delays used to drive an array of transducers; in this
way unprecedented acoustic structures are generated without
resorting to physical lenses, custom transducers or mechanical
actuation. Our approach generates optimum traps at the target
positions with any spatial arrangement of transducers and
significantly enhances previous manipulators3,12,14. We report
three optimum acoustic traps: tweezer-like twin traps, a novel
acoustic phenomenon with the ability to also rotate objects;
twister-like vortex traps, whose levitation capabilities were shown
theoretically22,23 and recently observed experimentally using a
fixed acoustic lens19; and bottle-shaped traps, never proven or
suggested to levitate objects before17. We also introduce the
holographic acoustic element framework based on interpreting
the phase delays as a holographic plate that combines the
encoding of identifiable acoustic elements. The framework
permits the analysis and efficient generation of acoustic traps as
well as comparisons with optical traps. This work brings the
advantages of optical tweezing (that is, single-beam, rotation,
holographic control and multiple particles)24 to the efficiency and
versatility of acoustic levitation and could lead to the


development of powerful tractor beams, 3D physical displays or
acoustically controlled in vivo micro-machines that do not
interfere with magnetic resonance imaging.


Results
Universal optimizer. We characterize a 3D trap as a point
towards which the forces converge from all directions. More
explicitly, the Gor’kov potential1 defines a field, the gradient of
which gives the forces exerted on small spheres; therefore, the
Laplacian operator applied to the Gor’kov potential represents the
trapping strength at a certain point. The Gor’kov Laplacian
function at one position in space can be expressed as a nonlinear
infinitely differentiable function with the phase delays
(modulations) applied to the transducers as the only variables.
With this function and the gradient of its variables, we employ a
Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno (BFGS) optimizer25 to
obtain the phase modulations for the transducers so that when
driven with a reference signal the generated acoustic field exerts
maximum trapping forces on a particle situated at the target
point. Our formulations of the Gor’kov Laplacian and its gradient
enable real-time optimization.


Maximizing the Gor’kov Laplacian at a point sets the phase
modulation of the transducers to generate a focal point at that
position. In theory, a focal point can trap a particle exactly at its
centre, where all the amplitude gradient forces cancel each other
and the velocity gradient forces drag the particle in; amplitude
gradients push the particles from high-amplitude regions to low-
amplitude ones, whereas velocity gradients displace particles
towards regions with high complex gradients of the acoustic field
(see Methods, equation (3)). However, a focal point is only a
theoretical solution; experimentally, dense particles are repelled
by the focal point22and it is not possible to levitate particles
around a focal point in a stable manner (Supplementary Fig. 1
and Supplementary Movie 1). Consequently, our optimizer uses
an objective function that simultaneously maximizes the Gor’kov
Laplacian and minimizes the pressure amplitude at the target
point. These silent acoustic traps are the counterpart of dark
optical traps26. In addition, weights are applied to each
component of the Gor’kov Laplacian to control the trapping
strength in each dimension (see Methods, equation (9)).


This optimization method can be applied to scenarios with
reflectors and any spatial arrangement of acoustic elements.
Therefore, we can use it to control and enhance previously
suggested manipulators. The improvements on the working
volume for some arrangements from the literature3,12,14 are
presented in Fig. 1 as a comparative qualitative representation
(Supplementary Movie 2). This illustrates the benefit of using an
optimization approach over the current positioning algorithms.
More importantly, we show here that the optimization method
can for the first time trap, translate and rotate particles using
single-sided arrays (Fig. 2). Depending on the spatial
arrangement of the array and the weights selected for each
dimension, different acoustic traps are created. For a detailed
description of the arrangements, see Supplementary Figs 2 and 3
and Supplementary Note 1.


Optimal single-beam acoustic traps. The three optimal traps
that emerge as optimum solutions for single-sided arrays are twin
(Fig. 3), vortex (Fig. 4) and bottle (Fig. 5) traps. Experimental
measures of these traps are presented in Supplementary Figs 4–8
and Supplementary Notes 2 and 3.


Acoustic traps can be analysed in terms of the origin of the
exerted forces; namely, radiation forces are generated by
amplitude gradients or velocity gradients1 (see Methods,
equation (3)). In addition, phase singularities can be used to
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characterize the traps. Phase singularities are regions with zero
amplitude and thus where the phase is not defined27.


As a novel method to analyse traps, we introduce the concept
of holographic acoustic elements. The phase modulation applied
to the transducers is interpreted as a holographic plate that when
driven with a reference signal renders an acoustic field. In our
case, the traps are encoded as the combination of two holographic
acoustic elements: a holographic acoustic lens that generates a
focal point at the trap position and an extra element dependent
on the type of trap (Fig. 6). The lens is obtained by making all the
emitted waves coincide in phase at the focal point. By subtracting
this lens from the optimized total plate, the holographic signature
of the trap is obtained. The signature is an interesting feature for


analysing the traps as to some extent it is invariant to
the levitation position and can be compared with existing
holographical optical traps24,26.


Twin traps emerge when equal weights are specified in v-shape
arrangements or a large x axis weight is used for other
arrangements. These traps have two finger-like cylindrical regions
of high amplitude, which tweeze the particle with amplitude
gradients in the x direction. Velocity gradients constrain in
the other two axes. A plane phase singularity (that is, two-
dimensional) occurs between the cylinders in the x plane. The
holographic signature has a p-phase difference between the two
halves of the array. By rotation of the reference co-ordinate
system or the holographic signature, the tweezer structure and the


a


c
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Figure 1 | Schematic rendering of the working volume of previously suggested manipulators. The magenta volume represents the area within


which the particles can be translated in a controlled manner. To the left of the arrow the previous working volume is shown and to the right the


working volumes using our approach. (a) With our method an acoustic reflector on top and transducers on the bottom can move objects in 3D, previously it


was only possible in the z plane3,13. (b) Ring-shaped arrangements can now translate particles inside the tube formed when various rings are placed


together, before it was only possible inside a single ring4,12. (c) Ochiai et al.14 four-array manipulator expands its working volume, can work with only


two arrays and a low density of transducers.
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Figure 2 | Pictures of one-sided levitation in mid-air. Expanded polystyrene particles ranging from 0.6 to 3.1 mm diameter are levitated above single-sided


arrays. The acoustic transducers (10 mm diameter) are driven at 16 Vpp and 40 kHz. (a–c) The particles can be translated along 3D paths at up to


25 cm s� 1 using different arrangements and without moving the array. (c–e) The traps are strong enough to hold the spheres and counteract gravity


from any direction. (f) Asymmetric objects, such as ellipsoidal particles, can be controllably rotated at up to 128 r.p.m. Scale bars represent 2 mm


for the particle in a and 20 mm for the rest.
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clamped particle can be rotated. Twin traps are shown in
operation in Fig. 2 and have never been reported theoretically or
experimentally in acoustics or optics.


Vortex traps emerge when equal weights are used in a
hemispherical cap or a flat array. The xy section of the trap
shows a high-amplitude ring that generates lateral trapping forces
with amplitude gradients. Along the z axis, the trapping force is
due to velocity gradients and the phase is a 3D corkscrew
spiralling around a line phase singularity (that is, one-
dimensional). The holographic signature is a helicoidal pattern.
A particle trapped in this vortex trap spins around its own axis
following the signature direction due to transfer of angular
momentum28,29. In our experiments, only small particles could be
trapped (diameter o0.12l¼ 1 mm), see Supplementary Fig. 9,
Supplementary Note 4 and Supplementary Movie 3 for
further details. Vortex traps in acoustics have been shown
theoretically22,23 and recently experimentally using a fixed
acoustic lens19. We note that the acoustic vortex trap that
emerges from our optimizer is equivalent to an optical vortex26


(Supplementary Note 5 and Supplementary Fig. 10).
Bottle traps emerge in all the arrangements when large weights


are applied to the direction of propagation (z axis). These traps
create a high-amplitude cage around the levitation point and all
the forces result from amplitude gradients. A point phase
singularity (that is, zero-dimensional) is found at the trap centre.
Here the holographic signature is a circular region of p-phase
difference. Bottle traps have been reported in acoustics17 but their
ability to levitate particles was never suggested or proved; in
optics, they have been generated by intersecting two laser beams
with different modes30.


Twin traps and vortex traps have a similar working volume
for the same arrangements (Supplementary Fig. 11 and
Supplementary Note 6) and this is comparable to the working
volume of a standard single-axis levitator. The z axis range with
the tested single-sided arrays was up to 40 mm. This range is
sufficient for many applications and could be increased by using
more powerful transducers, a different host medium or if it not
were necessary to defy gravity (for example, underwater
applications). Bottle traps were limited in working volume since
the lateral forces were weak, and the bottle shape was not
maintained when the trap was generated off-centre.


Particles could be transported horizontally at up to 26 cm s� 1


(Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 and Supplementary Note 7), this
speed being limited by the update rate of our custom electronics
(Supplementary Note 1). Vortex and twin traps achieved similar
horizontal transport speeds and much higher vertical speeds than


X 3�= 259.8 mm 
Pascals: 0 to 4,000 Phase: –π to π


Z
 4�=


 346.4 m
m


Y
 3�=


 259.8 m
m
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d e f


Figure 3 | Twin trap generated with a flat 20�20 array 12 cm above


the centre. Amplitude field (a,d), phase field (b,e) and amplitude


isosurfaces of 2 kPa (c,f).


a b c


d e f


Figure 4 | Vortex trap generated with a flat 20� 20 array 12 cm above


the centre. Amplitude field (a,d), phase field (b,e) and amplitude


isosurfaces of 2 kPa (c,f).


a b c


d
f


e


Figure 5 | Bottle trap generated with a flat 20�20 array 12 cm above the


centre. Amplitude field (a,d) and phase field (b,e). Amplitude isosurface of


1.3 kPa: full (c) and sliced to see the interior (f).


Twin (p)


Vortex (p)


Bottle (p)


Focus (p)


– =


Phase modulation:
–π to π


Vortex sig.


Bottle sig.


Twin sig.


Figure 6 | Holographic signatures of the three optimal traps. Phase


modulations of the transducers for generating each of the traps (left),


their decomposition into a focusing element (centre) and the holographic


signatures (sig., right).
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a traditional standing wave created with a two-sided device. Twin
traps are not symmetric around the z axis leading to faster
transport speeds in the y direction than in the x direction. Bottle
traps were limited in transport speed because of their relatively
weak lateral forces. Other systems have reported maintained
speeds of up to 4.9 (ref. 3), 3.2 (ref. 23) and 7 cm s� 1 (ref. 20).
The accuracy of particle repositioning (Supplementary Tables 3
and 4 and Supplementary Note 8) was at least 0.4 mm (l/21) and
up to 0.05 mm (l/171) depending on the trap and axis, which is
comparable to that achieved in previous devices12.


Forces of the order of mN were generated on particles due to
the trapping forces, this is comparable to previous levitation
systems12,17. The trapping forces are presented as spring
constants in Supplementary Fig. 12, Supplementary Tables 5
and 6, and Supplementary Note 9. Twin and vortex traps had
lateral forces comparable to a standing wave generated with a
traditional single-axis device but the z-direction forces were
around 30 times weaker. Bottle traps had z-direction forces seven
times stronger than twin and vortex traps, potentially leading to a
greater z range, but their low lateral forces diminished their
manoeuvrability. That is, it was possible to levitate particles at
relatively large distances form the array, but not to reach those
positions moving the particle from the central position. In
general, pressure amplitude gradients were seen to generate much
stronger forces than velocity gradients. The strength of the traps
affected negatively the speed of transport but this was caused by
the update rate of the electronics. Strong trapping forces require
smaller step sizes for stable transport (Supplementary Tables 7
and 8 and Supplementary Note 7) and thus faster updates of the
phases.


Holographic acoustic framework. The holographic acoustic
element framework can also be used as a fast method to generate
traps at different positions, rotate and spin particles as well as to
create multiple levitation points (Fig. 7). Any trap can be
generated at different locations by adding its signature to the
phase delays that generate a focal point at the desired position,
thus moving the trap is like refocusing the holographic acoustic
lens. Rotating the holographic signature of a twin trap makes the
trap structure and the trapped particles to rotate. Vortex traps
transfer angular orbital momentum to the levitated particle with
the same direction as the signature. And, when a holographic
signature is added to a plate that generates multiple focal points,
these points get transformed into traps that are of the same type
as the added signature.


Discussion
Until now, only standing waves3,10,14,20,21 or Bessel beams4,12


were capable of translating levitated particles. On the other hand,
single-sided arrays required an acoustic lens and generated
static traps19. Here we have presented an optimization method
that creates optimal traps at the desired positions with different
array geometries. It can directly control previous manipulators
offering better results in terms of working volume. More
importantly, the method can be applied to single-sided arrays
and generates some unprecedented acoustic structures (that is,
twin traps).


The introduction of three acoustic structures for the
translation and rotation of levitated particles will find
applications in tractor beams, containerless handling of matter
and tangible displays. Our systems use inexpensive low-power
transducers but high-power versions could enable longer range
3D transportation, orientation and assembly of heavier objects.
Single-sided devices potentially enable in vivo manipulation since
the device could be applied directly onto the skin with the
manipulation taking place inside the body; similar to an
ultrasound scanner but for manipulating particles (that is, drug
capsules, kidney stones or micro-surgical instruments). This is a
significant advantage over two-sided opposed arrangements,
which require the target area to be sandwiched by the arrays;
also, single-beam traps do not have repeated patterns that could
accidentally trap other particles or generate undesired secondary
maxima.


We also introduced the holographic acoustic framework that
allows the traps to be generated without iterative methods. A
direct link between optical and acoustic trapping has now been
established and we expect this to yield further advances in both
fields.


Methods
Characterizing a Levitation Point. The acoustic radiation force (F) exerted on a
small spherical particle can be calculated from the gradient of the Gor’kov
potential1 U:


F ¼ �=U ð1Þ


We characterize a levitation point as a maximum of the Laplacian operator
(convergence of the gradient) applied to the Gor’kov potential, that is, a point
towards which all the forces converge.


r2U ¼ Uxx þUyy þUzz ð2Þ


where Ua ¼ @U
@a , Uaa ¼ @2U


@a2 and a¼ x, y, z are the Cartesian axes.


a


=


+


=


+


b c


=


+


=


+


Phase delay of the transducers: –π to π


Figure 7 | The holographic method permits the creation of traps at different positions by combining a holographic signature with a holographic


focusing element. Colour represents the phase modulation of the transducers. The traps are generated at the focal point of the holographic lens. (a)


Rotating a particle by combining the rotated signature of a twin trap with a focusing lens. (b) A vortex trap will transfer orbital angular momentum to the


particle with the same direction as the signature. (c) Multiple traps can be obtained by adding a signature to the phase modulation that generates focal


points at the target locations.
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The Gor’kov potential, U, in terms of the complex acoustic pressure (p) and its
spatial derivatives is given by:


U ¼ K1 pj j2
� �


�K2 pxj j2 þ py


�� ��2 þ pzj j2
� �


ð3Þ


K1 ¼
1
4


V
1


c2
0r0
� 1


c2
prp


 !
ð4Þ


K2 ¼
3
4


V
r0 � rp


o2r0 r0 þ 2rp


� �
0
@


1
A ð5Þ


where V is the volume of the spherical particle, o is the frequency of the emitted
waves, r is the density and c is the speed of sound (with the subscripts 0 and p
referring to the host medium and the particle material, respectively). In
equation (3), the first term relates to the amplitude gradient and establishes that
particles are moved from regions with high amplitude towards regions with low
amplitude; the second term relates to the velocity gradient and establishes that
particles are dragged into regions with large modulus of the gradient of the
complex field.


If an acoustic transducer emits with a constant frequency and amplitude, then
the complex pressure that the jth transducer creates at a point can be expressed as:


pj ¼ eijj
Mj ð6Þ


where jj is the phase delay of the transducer and Mj is a complex number that is
constant for a given transducer and point in space. Owing to linearity, this also
holds true for the spatial derivatives of the pressure, for instance pj


x ¼ eijj
Mj


x .
To predict the Mj constants and their spatial derivatives, several methods can be


used; namely, the matrix method, finite differences or experimental measures. We
employ a far-field model of a circular piston source:


Mj ¼ P0J0 kr sin yj
� � 1


dj
eikdj ð7Þ


where P0 is a constant defined by the transducers power, J0 is a zeroth-order Bessel
function of the first kind, k is the wavenumber k ¼ o


c0
, r is the radius of the piston,


dj is the distance between the transducer and the point, and yj is the angle between
the transducer normal and the point. The piston model was adequate as the
simulations matched the experiments for both the complex acoustic field
(Supplementary Figs 4–8 and Supplementary Note 3) and the predicted levitation
positions (Supplementary Tables 9 and 10 and Supplementary Note 10).


The total acoustic field (p) generated by N transducers is the addition of the
individual fields, that is, p ¼


PN
j¼1 pj . This also holds true for its spatial derivatives,


for instance px ¼
PN


j¼1 pj
x .


Therefore, the Laplacian of the Gor’kov potential can be expressed as a function
of the phase delay of the transducers, r2U ¼ f j1; . . . ;jNð Þ.


Objective function. For a stable levitation trap, the Laplacian of the Gor’kov
potential (which we termed the Gor’kov Laplacian) must be maximized and the
modulus of the pressure (amplitude) must be minimized. Therefore, the objective
function to minimize is:


O j1; . . . ;jj
� �


¼ wp pj j �r2U ð8Þ
which can be expanded with the addition of individual weights for the
Cartesian axes:


O j1; . . . ;jj
� �


¼ wp pj j �wxUxx �wyUyy �wzUzz ð9Þ
where wx, wy and wz are weights used to accentuate or damp the trapping forces in
particular directions; large weights are proportions of 1,000 to 1. wp is used to
specify the balance between maximizing the Gor’kov Laplacian and minimizing the
amplitude; here a value of 1 is used.


Efficient evaluation of the objective function and its gradient. Each term of the
objective function can be explicitly expressed in terms of the pressure and its spatial
derivatives:


Uaa ¼ 2K1 pa � pa þ p � paað Þ�K2


X
n


pna � pna þ pa � pnaað Þ ð10Þ


pj j ¼ p � p ð11Þ
where n 2 x; y; zf g and the operator ‘ � ’ is defined as:


a � b ¼ < að Þ< bð ÞþI að ÞI bð Þ ð12Þ
The objective function can be differentiated with respect to the phase of the jth
transducer by applying the following formula:


@ pf � pg
� �
@jj


¼ I pf
� �
< pj


g


� �
þ< pj


f


� �
I pg
� �
�< pf


� �
I pj


g


� �
�I pj


f


� �
< pg
� �
ð13Þ


where f, gA{, x, y, z, xy, xz, yz, xx, yy, zz, xxy, xxz, xyy, xzz, yzz, xxx, yyy, zzz}. That
is, pf and pg can be the complex pressure or any of its spatial derivatives.


Using equations (10)–(13) we can assemble the objective function
(equation (9)) and its gradient for a given point in space (that is, the required
levitation point). Our algorithm is highly efficient as evaluating the target function
(equation (9)) or its gradient at one point has time complexity O(N) where N is the
number of transducers. In addition, the employed optimizer (BFGS) presents
superlinear convergence.


Once the complex constants Mj
f for the desired levitation point have been


calculated, the Gor’kov Laplacian and its gradient can be evaluated as follows: First,
calculate the pressure and its spatial derivatives that each transducer creates at the
target point given the transducer phase delay, pj


f ¼ eijj
Mj


f . Second, calculate the


total pressure and its spatial derivatives, pf ¼
PN


j¼1 pj
f . Third, evaluate the objective


function (equation (9)) using equations (10)–(12) and the previously calculated pf.
And finally, calculate the gradient of the objective function by taking the derivative
of the objective function over each of its variables j1; . . . ;jjð Þ. This can be done
by applying equation (13) to each term of equations (10) and (11) using the
previously calculated pf and per transducer pj


f .


BFGS optimization. The BFGS algorithm is an iterative method for unconstrained
nonlinear optimization. Contrary to Newton’s method, it does not require the
time-consuming calculation of the inverse Hessian matrix. At every step, the
optimizer needs to evaluate the function to minimize and its gradient.


For the linear search strategy, we employed the Armijo–Camino rule with a¼ 1,
b¼ 0.5 and s¼ 0.0001. We also tried Basin Hop (temperature¼ 0.1; step
size¼ 120) to ensure that the global minimum was found but it was not necessary.
In our experiments with 400 transducers, B9,000 iterations were sufficient to
converge on a solution starting from a random set of phase delays.


BFGS optimizers25,31 with Basin Hop32 have been successfully used before to
solve the structure of condensed matter33, proteins34,35 or atoms
configurations32,36. Now, this powerful and versatile approach also brings marked
improvements to acoustic levitation.
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Supplementary Figure 1: Levitation around the focal point. A bead can levitate around 


the focal point but it  is not a stable trap ( See Supplementary Movie 2 ). The white arrows 


indicate the position of the levitated particle.  


 


 


Supplementary Figure 2: One-sided arrangements of transducer . a) flat: 8x8. b) V-


shape: 5x6 per side. c) hemispherical cap with 52 transducers.  







 


Supplementary Figure 3: Other arrangements used during the experiments.  a) 6 rings 


forming a curved pipe, 8 transducers per ring. b) two hemispheres of 32 transducers 


each, they can form a hollow sphere. c) a hemispherical cap with 50 transducers and a 


different distribution. d) a 16x16 flat array. e) pentagon with 10 transducers per side. f) 


two opposed arrays separated 62mm with 16 transducers per side. V-shapes with 5x6 


transducers forming 8º (g), 18º (h) and 34º(I ) with the ground.  


 


Supplementary Figure 4: Twin Trap generated at the starting position with the flat 


array. Simulated (a,e) and experimental (b,f) amplitude.  Simulated (c,g) and 


experimental (d,h) phase.  







 


Supplementary Figure 5: Vortex Trap generated  at the starting position with the 


hemispherical cap array. Simulated (a,e) and experimental (b,f) amplitude.  Simulated 


(c,g) and experimental (d,h) phase.  


 


 


 


Supplementary Figure 6: Bottle Trap generated at the starting position with the 


hemispherical cap array. Simulated (a,e) and experimental (b,f) amplitude.  Simulated 


(c,g) and experimental (d,h) phase.  







 


Supplementary Figure 7: Twin Trap generated with the V-shape array 20mm above the 


transducers. Simulated (a,e) and experimental (b,f) amplitude.  Simulated (c,g) and 


experimental (d,h) phase. Gor’kov potential (i,m) and Gor’kov Laplacian (j,n). x -


component (k,o), z-component (l) and y-component (p) of the forces . Simulated (q) and 


experimental (r) levitation point.  In (q) the colour represents the phase of the 


transducers. In (k,l,o,p) the red and blue arrows indicate the direction of the forces.  







 


 


Supplementary Figure 8: Experimental setup for capturing 2D slic es of the acoustic 


field. Laptop A sends the phase delays to the driver board. The driver board generates a 


square wave signal (16Vpp and 40KHz with a resolution of 50 phase values per period) 


and sends it to the transducers; also, a reference signal (0 ° phase) is sent to the 


oscilloscope. A calibrated microphone reads the pressure levels created by the 


transducers and the oscilloscope sends them to Laptop B. Laptop B calculates the 


amplitude and phase of the microphone readings using the reference signal. Laptop B 


also controls the 3D stage to move the microphone and scan the field.  


 


 


Supplementary Figure 9: Vortex traps potential field.  a) Gor’kov Potential of a Vortex 


trap. b,c) bead trapped in the central potential well. d,e,f) bead spinning inside the 


circular potential well before gaining enough speed to be ejected. (See Supplementary 


Movie 3).  







 


Supplementary Figure 10: Analogy between optic and acoustic Vortex traps.  a) Optical 


vortex trap created with: physical optical elements (top),  holographic optical elements 


(centre) and a combination of the elements into a single holographic plate. The greyscale 


represents the phase modulation applied with a Spatial Light Modul ator. b) Acoustic 


equivalent. Here we show that the result of the optimizer for creating a trap minus the 


phase delays for creating a focal point at the same position is equal to a vortex pattern. 


The grey scale represents the phase delay of the transducer s. c) The holographic plate of 


a Vortex trap (either acoustic or optic) decomposed into its elements.  


 


Supplementary Figure 11: Working volume (in pink) of some arrangements and traps. 


The white points represent experimental positions that were reachable from the central 


position. Twin traps in the flat array (a), V -shaped array (b) and hemispherical array 


(c). Vortex trap (d) and Bottle trap (e) in the hemispherical array.  


 


Supplementary Figure 12: Adjusting a damped spring model to the position of the bead. 


Left) the damping coefficient. Right) the model in red overlapped on the data in blue.  







  


Maximum Linear Speed (cm/s) 


Trap Arrangement X Y Z 


Twin  Flat 1.47 *17.06 12.72 


Vortex  Hemisphere *17.06 *17.06 *17.06 


Bottle  Hemisphere 0.54 0.54 0.51 


Standing Wave 2 Opposed *29.00 *29.00 0.51 


Twin  V-shape 1.64 *17.06 *25.58 


Twin  Hemisphere 2.05 *17.06 *25.58 
Supplementary Table 1: Maximum Linear speed for different traps and arrangements. 


The marked speeds (*) were limited by the electronics of the systems.  


 


Trap Arrangement Maximum Angular  Speed (RPM) 


Twin  Flat 128.88 


Twin  Hemisphere 210.13 


Supplementary Table 2: Maximum Angular speed for different traps and arrangements.  


 


 


  


Position Error (mm) 


Trap Arrangement X SD Y SD Z SD 


Twin  Flat 0.11 0.01 0.44 0.02 0.14 0.05 


Vortex  Hemisphere 0.07 0.01 0.26 0.01 0.08 0.03 


Bottle  Hemisphere 0.06 0.01 0.08 0.01 0.08 0.01 


Standing Wave 2-Opposed 0.06 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.01 


Twin  V-shape 0.07 0.01 0.10 0.01 0.23 0.03 


Twin  Hemisphere 0.17 0.02 0.26 0.03 0.28 0.03 
Supplementary Table 3: Repositioning error for translat ion on different traps and 


arrangements.  


  


Angular Error (degrees) 


Trap Arrangement Angle SD 


Twin  Flat 2.19 1.25 


Twin  Hemisphere 4.11 4.71 
Supplementary Table 4: Repositioning error for rotation on different traps and 


arrangements.  


 


 


 


 


 


 







  


Linear Spring Constants (mN/m) 


Trap Arrangement X SD Y SD Z SD 


Twin  Flat 4.68 0.24 1.60 0.08 0.28 0.01 


Vortex  Hemisphere 0.26 0.03 0.27 0.04 0.06 0.00 


Vortex* Hemisphere 2.28 0.29 2.36 0.38 0.49 0.02 


Bottle  Hemisphere 0.48 0.01 0.46 0.02 3.54 0.11 


Standing Wave 2 Opposed 3.14 0.03 2.85 0.05 14.90 0.07 


Twin  V-shape 6.11 0.33 1.72 0.03 0.53 0.01 


Twin  Hemisphere 7.46 0.16 2.09 0.08 0.48 0.01 
Supplementary Table 5: Linear Spring Constants split by arrangement, trap and axis. 


(*) Extrapolation for a particle of the same size as the one used in the rest of the traps.  


 


  


Torsional Spring Constant (pN-m/rad) 


Trap Arrangement Angle SD 


Twin  Flat 1.56 0.13 


Twin  Hemisphere 1.82 0.17 
Supplementary Table 6: Torsional Spring Constants split by arrangement, trap and 


axis.  


 


  


Maximum Linear Step (mm) 


Trap Arrangement X Y Z 


Twin  Flat 2.4 3.3 7.5 


Vortex  Hemisphere 3 3 7.7 


Bottle  Hemisphere 2.6 2.6 2.3 


Standing Wave 2 Opposed 7.3 7.1 2.2 


Twin  V-shape 2.3 5.3 8.2 


Twin  Hemisphere 2.4 3.6 6.5 
Supplementary Table 7: Maximum step size that is possible to apply for translation on 


different traps and arrangements.  


 


Trap Arrangement Maximum Angular Step (degrees) 


Twin  Flat 55 


Twin  Hemisphere 67 


Supplementary Table 8: Maximum step size that is possible to apply for rotation on 


different traps and arrangements.  


 


 


 


 


 







 


  


Position Model Accuracy (wavelength) 


Trap Arrangement X SD Y SD Z SD 


Twin  Flat 0.10 0.18 0.01 0.08 0.28 0.01 


Vortex  Hemisphere 0.03 0.01 0.33 0.20 0.18 0.21 


Bottle  Hemisphere 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.09 0.28 0.18 


Twin  V-shape 0.04 0.03 0.24 0.18 0.26 0.17 


Twin  Hemisphere 0.01 0.01 0.33 0.17 0.21 0.16 
Supplementary Table 9: Differences between the predicted and experimental levitation 


position divided by axis, arrangement and trap. Each entry was extracted from at least 


8 separate measurements  for the Bottle trap and an average of 30 for rest of traps . 


 


  


Rotation Model Accuracy (degrees) 


Trap Arrangement Angle SD 


Twin  Flat 5.06 3.01 


Twin  Hemisphere 9.18 7.40 
Supplementary Table 10: Differences between the predicted and the experimental 


angles. Each entry was extracted from 72 separate measurements.  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 







Supplementary Note 1 


Transducer Arrangements 


We built and quantified the performance of three representative single-sided arrangements: an 


8x8 flat array, a V-shaped array and a hemispherical cap (Supplementary Figure 2); other 


arrangements were tested (Supplementary Figure 3). Supplementary Figure 2 (a,b) and 3 


(f,g,h,i) were built in 3mm acrylic with a laser cutter (VLS2.30, Universal Laser Systems); 


whereas Supplementary Figure 2 (c) and 3 (a,b,c,e) were 3D printed (Stratasys FDM 400mc and 


MakerBot Replicator 2). 


The transducers used in all the arrays were 1cm-diameter ultrasound transducers (MA40S4S, 


Murata Electronics, Japan) with a central frequency of 40kHz, a beam spread angle of ±40° 


(measured at – 6dB points) and sound pressure levels of 120±3 dB (measured on the axis at a z 


= 30cm ).  A custom-made driver board, built with L1-128 100 MHz processors (XMOS, 


Bristol, UK) and regular MOSFETS, was used to drive the transducers and adjust their phases in 


real-time. The signal used to drive the transducers was a 16Vpp square-wave signal of 40 kHz. 


However, the narrowband nature of the transducers make the output waveform sinusoidal, this 


has been observed experimentally using a wideband calibrated microphone (Type 4138-A-015, 


Brüel & Kjær, Nærum, Denmark). The driver boards can synchronously send the signals for all 


the transducers at 2MHz, resulting in a phase resolution of π/25; the computer can send phases 


to the driver board every 5ms. The levitated particles were expanded polystyrene (EPS) spheres 


ranging from 0.6 to 3.1 mm of diameter and a density of 29.36 kg/m
3
 (Custompac Ltd., 


Castleford, UK). 


 


 


Supplementary Note 2  


Experimental Conditions 


A 1.84mm diameter particle of EPS (density 29.36 kg/m
3
) was used for all the traps except for 


the Vortex trap that used a 0.89mm particle since big particles get ejected from the trap. The 


size of the particles was measured with a Microscope (Leica DM2500) and with a camera 


(Canon EOS500D) while the particle was levitating. The weight of the particles was measured 


using a micro-balance (Mettler Toledo MX5). For controlled rotation experiments, an 


ellipsoidal particle of 2.13mm/2.2mm/1.38mm was used. The starting positions were in the 


centre of the arrays and: 15mm above the flat array, 10mm above the V-shape and the 







hemisphere; and in the middle of the two opposed arrays (Supplementary Figure 2.f). Thereby, 


the distances from the starting position to the transducers was similar for all the arrangements. 


 


 


Supplementary Note 3  


The Acoustic Field Around the Traps 


The acoustic pressure field has a complex value at each point, indicating the amplitude and 


phase. We present the simulated and experimental acoustic fields around some of the traps 


generated with different arrangements; namely, a Twin trap in the flat array (Supplementary 


Figure 4), a Vortex trap (Supplementary Figure 5) and a Bottle trap (Supplementary Figure 6) in 


the hemispherical array.  In Supplementary Figure 7, the force, Gor’kov and Laplacian of the 


Gor’kov as well as the acoustic pressure field are shown for a Twin trap generated with the V-


shape. 


2D slices of the acoustic field were measured using a 1/8” Brüel & Kjær calibrated microphone 


(Type 4138-A-015) attached to a three-dimensional translational stage from a 3D printer 


(UltiMaker 2). For each slice, measurements were obtained using 1mm steps. The signal from 


the microphone was band-pass filtered at 40 kHz to remove noise and converted into complex 


pressure values (amplitude and phase). A detailed overview of the setup is presented in 


Supplementary Figure 8. 


The simulated and experimental fields present good agreement considering the resolution of the 


experimental slices (1mm due to the size of the microphone) and the difficulty of capturing 


phase singularities.  


 


 


Supplementary Note 4  


Vortex Spin 


Vortex traps transfer angular momentum to the levitating particles. Using the high speed camera 


the spinning speed of the particle was determined to be 4114±144 RPM. The particle was 


marked with a black dot and the frames between every full rotation counted. 100 full rotations 


were analysed. When particles bigger than 0.9mm diameter were levitated in the vortex trap, 


they were ejected from the trap (Supplementary Figure 9). Vortex traps have a powerful 







potential well at the levitation point but it is narrow and surrounded by a circular well. 


Therefore, big particles move out of the point trap and fall into the circular trap. Once there, the 


particles levitate in circles increasing in speed until being ejected. 


 


Supplementary Note 5 


Equivalence between Optical and Acoustic Vortex Traps 


In Supplementary Figure 10 it is shown that the holographic elements used for both optical and 


acoustic Vortex traps are the same. Furthermore, acoustic vortex traps emerge as the solution of 


our optimization method suggesting that also optical Vortex traps may be an optimal 


mechanism for trapping. 


 


 


Supplementary Note 6  


Working Volume 


The working volume (WV) is the space within which controlled and stable manipulation is 


possible. Each of the arrangements and trap types has an associated WV due to the combined 


effect of distance from the transducers, directivity and the characteristics of the traps. In 


Supplementary Figure 11, we illustrate the WV of some combinations of traps and 


arrangements.  


To experimentally obtain the working volume, the particle was first located at the starting 


position of the array. Then, it was moved along the primary axes until it dropped out of the trap. 


Some intermediate positions were tested to get a more detailed working volume.  


To determine the 3D position of the levitated particles, two cameras (Canon EOS500D) were 


placed orthogonally pointing towards the array. The intrinsic parameters of the cameras (focal 


length, image sensor format, principal point and up to 5
th
 order lens distortion) were calibrated 


using OpenCV and a checker pattern. The particles and the transducers were manually marked 


in each image. The positions of the transducers were known and thus the position and 


orientation of the cameras (extrinsic parameters) could be extracted. Each 2D position of a 


particle in an image represents a 3D ray emerging from the camera and passing through the 


particle. Therefore, the closest point between the two rays emerging from the cameras represent 


the 3D position of the bead. An absolute error of less than 0.1mm was determined. 







Supplementary Note 7  


Maximum Speed and Step Size 


This experiment determines the maximum linear and angular speed of levitated particles by 


some of the different traps and arrangements (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). Additionally, the 


maximum amount of movement that it is possible to apply in one step without the particle 


falling was measured (Supplementary Tables 7 and 8). 


For the maximum speed, the particle was moved back and forth along the tested dimension in a 


linear path of 10mm, increasing the speed every 10 successful completions of the path. The 


electronics supported updates every 5ms and 0.1mm steps were used; whenever the maximum 


update rate was reached, the step size was increased. The speeds marked with (*) were limited 


by the electronics and higher update rates would enable higher speeds. For the rotation, the 


speed was increased every 10 successfully complete rotations. For the maximum steps, the step 


size was considered achievable when it was possible to repeat it 10 times.  


 


Supplementary Note 8  


Repositioning Error 


This experiment measures the repositioning error. The particles are levitated at the starting 


position and translated 10mm (using 1mm steps) following the pattern: left, forward, right, up, 


backward, left, forward, right, backward and down; the object was tracked at each of these 11 


positions and the procedure was repeated 4 times. For the rotation measurements, the particle 


started at 0 degrees and completely rotated 4 times with 20 degrees steps. The deviation 


between the positions is shown per axis as well as the angular repositioning error in 


Supplementary Table 3 and 4. 


 


Supplementary Note 9  


Trapping Forces: Spring Constants 


The trapping strength of different arrangements and traps was measured in this experiment. A 


damped spring model was fitted to the position of the particle over time while it was moved 


from one position to another (Supplementary Figure 12). The spring constant was used as a 


measure of the stiffness strength of the trap. 







The particles were displaced 2mm for linear spring constants and 45 degrees for torsional 


constants; and returned to their starting position while recorded with a high speed camera 


(Photron SA-1) at up to 3000FPS. The procedure was repeated 5 times for each constant. The 


linear and torsional spring constants are presented in Supplementary Table 5 and 6. 


The experimental spring constants are consistent with the experimental observation that a 


particle was levitating around 2.5mm below the trap centre (flat array and conditions from 


Supplementary Note 2), where the spring force was equal to mass multiplied by gravity and 


around 0.7 μN. Spring constants also agree with the simulated forces such as the ones in Figure 


S4. 


 


Supplementary Note 10  


Model Accuracy 


This experiment compared the predicted levitation positions and the real levitation position. In 


Supplementary Table 9, the deviation from the predicted and real positions are shown per axis; 


and in Supplementary Table 10 the angle deviation. The positions tested were the same from 


Supplementary Note 6 (Working Volume). For the rotation measurements, the particle started at 


0 degrees and completely rotated 4 times with 20 degrees steps. 


Disagreements between the levitation positions could be due to imperfections in the 


construction of the arrangements and socketing of the transducers on the base. Additionally, the 


Piston model is a simple way of predicting the far-field that was used because modelling 


accuracy was not the focus of the paper, more accurate and sophisticated models can be used. 
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GauntLev: A Wearable to Manipulate Free-floating Objects 

Full paper [paper_GauntLev.pdf] 

A tool able to generate remote forces would allow us to handle dangerous materials and adrift 

objects in Zero-g environments without contact or occlusions. Acoustic levitation is a suitable 

technology since it can trap particles trough air or water. However, no approach has tried to 

endow humans with an intertwined way of controlling it. Previously, the acoustic elements 

were static, had to enclosure the particles and only translation was possible. Here, we present 

the basic manoeuvres that can be performed when levitators are attached to our moving 

hands. A Gauntlet of Levitation and a Sonic Screwdriver are presented with their manoeuvres 

for capturing, moving, transferring and combining particles. Manoeuvres can be performed 

manually or assisted by a computer for repeating patterns, stabilization and enhanced 

accuracy or speed. The presented prototypes have limited forces but symbolize a milestone 

in our expectations of future technology.  

The methods to generate the traps between two fingers or with the palm were the same as 

from the previous paper. For identifying the manoeuvres that are possible to perform with 

wearable levitators, firstly we used a virtual environment to simulate and test them 

interactively and then when the best candidates were selected, we tried them with the real 

levitators. 

This paper is a demonstration of how the new traps discovered in the previous paper could 

be used for a practical application. Moreover, the application is quite futuristic and aims at 

proving that we are not that far from some of the concepts that have been restrained to sci-fi. 
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Frequently Asked Questions about the Research 

What are the main findings and why is this important? 

That it is possible to create acoustic fields that levitate, move and rotate particles without 

contact, even when the sound is emitted from a flat surface (single-beam). Also, we 

demonstrate that this flat surface represents a holographic plate and therefore that this 

problem can be analysed with a holographic framework. 

Importance of levitating with sound: sound waves have the best ratio of input power to 

exerted force; sound can travel through air, water and human tissue. 

Importance of single-beam: No need to surround the particle with acoustic elements. This 

gives more manoeuvrability and better visibility of the manipulated particle. 

Importance of the holographic framework: It is the fastest way to generate acoustic traps at 

the desired position. Moreover, it is a bridge between optical and acoustical trapping that 

permits to transfer the techniques that were already known from one field to another. 

What are the practical applications of this tractor beam technology?  

With more powerful tractor beams capable of levitating bigger objects and from farther 

distances, I imagine applications in controlling adrift floating objects in Zero-gravity 

environments (i.e. the International Space Station).  

In-vivo manipulation: Sound cannot travel through the void of space but it can do it through 

water or human tissue. This potentially enables the manipulation of clots, kidney stones, drug 

capsules, microsurgical instruments or cells inside our body without any incision.  

We are also exploring how to manipulate thousands of particles individually. This would 

enable the development of 3D displays composed of millions of levitating particles that act 

as tangible pixels. This type of display will redefine how we interact with interactive graphics 

and open the door new research in HCI. 
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Why tractor beams? How did you decide to do this research? (Was it Star Trek or the 

sonic screwdriver?) 

The possibility of holding and manipulating objects from a distance and without physical 

contact is intrinsically exciting.  

It can be something mundane like levitating the remote control from the table to your hand; 

or something incredible sophisticated like tangible displays composed of millions of 

levitating particles acting as pixels. And why not, I like the ultimate vision of rearranging 

asteroids or building things atom by atom. 

This essentially is a sonic "tractor beam," correct? How is it that sound waves can be 

harnessed to work as a tractor beam, what type of sounds are used, can they be heard 

by human ears (basically, how does this work)? 

Exactly. We use sound waves to exert the forces. As a mechanical wave, sound can exert 

significant forces on objects, just remember the last time you were in a concert and your chest 

was vibrating with the music, or that time in the sea when you were pushed by a wave.  

A simple wave will just push the particle in the direction of propagation. However, multiple 

waves will interfere with each other and create complex acoustic 3D shapes that exert forces 

from all directions and keep the particle in place. 

An ultrasonic phased-array is composed of several loudspeakers denominated transducers. 

Each transducer plays a sinusoidal wave of the same frequency and amplitude but with 

slightly different offsets (phase-delays). The waves are emitted from a two-dimensional 

surface yet their interference patterns create a tri-dimensional shape above. 

A canon is a musical composition in which the same melody is played by several instruments 

but starting at different times. The composition is carefully engineered to create beautiful 

harmonies at every instant that result from the combination of the same melody played at 

different points. Similarly, our computer algorithm calculates the phase-delays for each 

transducer so that the listener, the particle in our case, gets surrounded by the desired acoustic 

levels. 

We use ultrasound of 40Khz frequency, humans can only hear below 20Khz. 
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Other researchers last year had a paper published in Nature describing a tractor beam 

using laser technology. Does your paper and that paper indicate that there are various 

possible approaches to tractor beam technology?    

Different fields can exert forces on remote objects, each field has its advantages and 

disadvantages. Magnetic levitation is powerful but restricted in reach, not very controllable 

and limited on the materials that can be levitated. Optical levitation exerts very weak forces 

and Quantum levitation even weaker ones. 

I think it is important to explore all the different technologies for contactless manipulation. 

In the past, our hands were our main tool to manipulate objects but we need new tools for 

solving today’s challenges (space exploration, nanoparticles or nuclear fusion just to mention 

a few. 

What made sound the right method of manipulation? 

Magnetic levitation is restricted in reach, not very controllable and limited on the materials 

that can be levitated. Optical levitation exerts very weak forces and Quantum levitation even 

weaker ones. That only leaves sound, which as a mechanical wave can exert significant forces 

on objects. Also, our team has a lot of experience controlling ultrasound. Unfortunately, our 

tractor beam will not work on the vacuum of space since mechanical waves do no travel 

through it.  

In very simple terms, could you explain what an acoustic hologram is? 

In Star Wars, you can see a hologram of the princess Leia (a 3D light-field) project from a 

disk of the robot R2D2 (a 2D surface). An acoustic hologram is exactly the same but instead 

of using light-waves we use sound-waves. You cannot see an acoustic hologram but it will 

exert forces on the objects that are contained within. 

Is this correct: this technology uses high-amplitude sound waves to move objects less 

than 1 mm in size: levitating them, moving them up and down, side-to-side, and rotating 

them? 

With our current systems we can manipulate particles ranging from 0.6mm to 4mm in 

diameter. And we can control the position and orientation of the levitated particles, so it is 

possible to make the particle follow any 3D path. 

http://www.anu.edu.au/news/all-news/physicists-build-reversible-tractor-beam
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Is this correct: To move the objects, the researchers use the sound waves to create an 

"acoustic hologram" that can take the form of a pair of fingers or tweezers to lift an 

object, an acoustic "vortex" that holds a levitating object in place and a "cage" that 

surrounds an object and holds it in place by exerting sound from all directions? 

Yes. It is possible to create other shapes but the aforementioned shapes are optimum for 

levitation in terms of the trapping forces that they exert on particles. 

And 64 miniature loudspeakers were used to emit the sounds that created the sonic 

force fields?  

Yes, these miniature loudspeakers (1cm diameter) are called transducers and basically they 

are optimized for a single frequency (40Khz in our case). 

Could you describe the actual objects that you managed to manipulate with the tractor 

beam? 

In the tractor beam scene we used a spherical bead (1.98mm of diameter) made of expanded 

polystyrene (29.36 Kg per square meter, that is around 10micrograms). The bead was 

dragged in from 4cm away. 

What kind of sound did you use? How loud was it? How big is the array? How do you 

change the shape of the force fields so they manipulate the objects? 

We were using around 60 ultrasonic transducers driven at 40Khz with 15Vpp. The current 

drawn by the whole system was 0.56A, that is 9 Watts of power (a traditional lightbulb 

consumes 60W). Each transducer created pressure levels of 120±3 dB (measured on the axis 

at a z = 30cm). Each transducer is 1cm in diameter so an 8x8 array (64 transducers) is 8x8cm. 

To change the shape of the force field we update in real time the phase-delay of the waves 

emitted by each transducer. This changes the interference patterns that is what ultimately 

creates the tridimensional force field. It is like an updatable hologram, waves emitted from a 

2D surface interfere with each other to create 3D shapes; we do not use light but sound (sound 

and light both can behave as waves). 

What is the largest object that this type of technique in theory could be used to move? 

We are designing some experiments that aim at levitating a beach ball from 10m away.  
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As it is currently employed, what's the largest object that has been moved? 

A 4mm polystyrene bead, the densest object was a cube (1mm side) of acrylic (1400 Kg per 

square meter). However, our systems were designed for testing the acoustic structures as 

easily as possible, that is not being dangerous or cumbersome to use. With special high-

power transducers it would be possible to levitate even steel balls. 

You have mentioned applications in Human-Computer Interaction in the form of a 

tangible display composed of thousands of levitated particles. How much time we will 

have to wait until this and who will be the early adopter? 

Currently we have funding for a project called “Levitating Atoms”, I reckon that in two years 

prototypes capable of manipulating a few thousands of particles should be working. In the 

beginning, displays made with this technology will be used only with advertisement purposes 

given the impact and memorability that they create into the public. As the resolution of the 

systems progresses, the advantage of supporting multiple observers of dynamic 3D 

information will be more evident. These displays could be used in medicine (e.g. scattering 

of a drug inside the body or MRI scans) or air traffic control. 

Tractor beams have been a staple of science fiction for decades, could you give your 

thoughts on contributing to making a reality out of such a great sci-fi concept?  

It appears that lots of the emblematic sci-fi concepts are becoming a reality: invisibility 

cloaks, levitating skateboards or tractor beams. As you said, it is little by little but at some 

point they may even surpass fiction. However, we would like to highlight that our research 

is more than a whimsical endeavour for materializing a sci-fi concept. There are useful 

application for a sonic tractor-beam. 

What are your favourite tractor-beam moments or uses in science fiction? 

The StarTrek tractor-beam that is made with two beams emerging from the sides of the ship 

and coinciding at the target, it is surprisingly close to the approach that I am trying now for 

increasing reach and power. Also, it is not exactly a tractor-beam but I really like when 

Doctor Manhattan (from Watchmen) displays his ability to manipulate and assemble several 

pieces without contact, especially because he is trying to create a fusion reactor to solve the 

imminent energy crisis. 
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Conclusion / Conclusiones  

Conclusion (English) 

The ground-breaking contributions of this thesis are:  

 An optimization method that produces optimal traps in any system. 

 A classification of three optimal single-beam acoustic traps that for the first time 

enable full levitation, translation and rotation with single-sided arrays. Twin traps are 

completely new, Vortex traps have demonstrated levitation capabilities only 

theoretically and Bottle traps have never been suggested to enable levitation. Also, 

the traps can be generated at different positions and were not explicitly crafted, they 

emerged from an optimizer. 

 The introduction of the Holographic Acoustic Element framework that permits to 

generate traps directly (without an iterative optimization) and analyse them. Also, it 

represents a bridge with optical manipulation. 

 

Other systems can be created for different wavelengths, media (air, water or tissue), size, 

power, number of transducers or spatial configurations. In all cases, they will be able to 

benefit from our methods and acoustic traps. 

This thesis presents a method to create three optimal traps with any arrangement and at 

different positions. Furthermore, the Holographic Acoustic Element framework is another 

important contribution of our paper that could influence thinking in the field. The 

contribution of this thesis is not only a system; it is a method that works optimally in any 

system, and for the first time, even in single-sided arrays. 

The levitated particles could be as varied as the applications of acoustic levitation. For 

instance, the levitation of a micro-capsule in blood would require a small wavelength but not 

very powerful acoustic fields. The key is that once that the system has been designed for a 

specific application (by choosing the number of transducers, power, frequency or spatial 

arrangement), then our method can be used to generate optimal traps with it. 
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Our work is settled in the middle ground between the microscopic and the macroscopic 

world. The possibility of adaptation to systems of different sizes and power is one of the main 

advantages of acoustic levitation. Our method can be used in all these systems, at different 

scales of size and power. Until now, only standing waves and Bessel beams have enabled 

full levitation. This thesis specifies how to generate three acoustic structures for levitation 

that have been never used before; furthermore, the structures can be generated with single-

sided arrays and rotate objects.  

Some applications using acoustic levitation have been explored in the field of Human-

Computer Interaction. In the paper GhostTouch, the radiation force is used to displace 

particles that are resting on a flat surface. By doing that, it is possible to remotely paint in 

sand or in liquids. In the paper LeviPath, a modular levitation system is used to move particles 

in a 3D space for representing functions or the trajectories of flying objects. Finally, 

GauntLev is the most innovative paper in the use of levitation for HCI. The paper propose 

the first use of wearable levitators and the manoeuvres that can be realized with them in order 

to manipulate particles without contact. Levitators in the shape of gloves, tweezers and a 

screwdriver are presented. 
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Conclusiones (Español) 

Las contribuciones pioneras de esta tesis son: 

• Un método de optimización que produce trampas óptimas en cualquier sistema. 

• Una clasificación de tres trampas acústicas óptimas de un solo haz que por primera 

vez permiten levitación, traslación y rotación con dispositivos de una sola cara. Las 

trampas Twin son completamente nuevas, las trampas Vortex sólo habían probado 

capacidad de levitar teóricamente y las trampas Bottle nunca se habían sugerido como 

candidatas para levitación. Además, estas trampas se pueden generar en diferentes 

posiciones y surgieron de un optimizador, es decir, no se estaba explícitamente 

buscando este tipo de formaciones. 

• La introducción del framework Elementos Acústicos Holográficos permite generar 

directamente trampas (sin una optimización iterativa) y analizar mejor las trampas. 

Además, representa un nexo de entendimiento entre la manipulación acústica y la 

manipulación óptica. 

Otros sistemas pueden ser creados para diferentes longitudes de onda, medios (aire, agua o 

tejidos), tamaño, potencia, número de transductores o configuraciones espaciales; todos estos 

sistemas podrán beneficiarse de nuestros métodos y trampas acústicas. 

En esta tesis se presenta un método para crear tres trampas óptimas en diferentes posiciones 

y con cualquier tipo de dispositivo. El framework de Elementos Acústicos Holográficos es 

otra contribución importante de la tesis que podrían influir la forma de pensar tanto en el 

campo de óptica como de acústica. La contribución de esta tesis no es sólo un sistema; es un 

método que funciona de manera óptima en cualquier sistema, y por primera vez, incluso en 

dispositivos de una sola cara. 

Las partículas que levitan pueden ser tan variadas como las aplicaciones de la levitación 

acústica. Por ejemplo, la levitación de un micro-cápsula en la sangre requeriría una longitud 

de onda pequeña pero los campos acústicos no necesitan ser muy potentes. La clave es que 

una vez que el sistema ha sido diseñado para una aplicación específica (eligiendo el número 

de transductores, potencia, frecuencia o disposición espacial), nuestro método se puede 

utilizar para generar trampas óptimas para ésta. 
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El trabajo se estableció en el punto medio entre lo microscópico y el mundo macroscópico. 

La posibilidad de adaptación a sistemas de diferentes tamaños y potencia es una de las 

principales ventajas de la levitación acústica. Hasta ahora, sólo las ondas estacionarias y los 

rayos Bessel permitían levitación completa. En esta tesis se especifica cómo generar tres 

estructuras acústicas que nunca se habían usado para la levitación. Además, se puede generar 

con dispositivos de una sola cara y pueden rotar objetos.  

Varias aplicaciones que usan levitación acústica han sido exploradas en el campo de la 

Interacción Persona-Ordenador . En el paper GhostTouch , la fuerza de la radiación se utiliza 

para desplazar las partículas que están sobre una superficie plana. De este modo es posible 

pintar de forma remota en arena o en líquidos. En el trabajo LeviPath, un sistema de levitación 

modular se utiliza para mover partículas en un espacio 3D para la representación de funciones 

o las trayectorias de objetos voladores. Por último, GauntLev es el trabajo más innovador en 

el uso de levitación para HCI . En el paper se propone el primer uso de levitadores llevables 

y las maniobras que se pueden realizar con ellos para manipular partículas sin contacto. 

Levitadores en forma de guantes, pinzas y destornilladores son presentados. 
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Future Work 

In this section I have gathered some research related to the topic of the thesis that I plan to 

conduct. The degree of development is varied: some points are just ideas that I have been 

discussing with some colleagues; others are papers in which I have collaborated and are about 

to be published. And some, are mere ideas that I am still ruminating; only a few make sense 

and even less will be materialized. But I believe that the capacity or at least the interest in 

generating new research ideas is the most important skill that a doctorate should prove. 

Kindly, if you have any interest on any of them, let me know. You can count with me for 

future collaborations, just do not rip them off. If we work together, we will do things better 

and faster.  

Non-linear Optimization in Ultrasonic Phased Arrays 

Phased arrays permit to accurately focalise sound at different locations without mechanically 

translating the device. Furthermore, various focal points can be created simultaneous. This is 

of paramount importance for applications in medicine and haptic displays. However, until 

now the algorithms to control the arrays were based on linear optimization.  Here, we show 

that non-linear optimizers such as BFGS can perform better in the generation of several focal 

points and provide more versatility for constructing the target function. Firstly, maximum, 

minimum or specific intensities can be defined independently at each point without the 

necessity of stipulating the phases. Secondly, the power consumption of the array can be 

controlled in the target function. And thirdly, the intensity can be specified not only at points 

but also in volumes, enabling for instance to minimize the radiation on sensitive organs. By 

introducing non-linear optimization for phased arrays control, we pave the way for more 

complex optimization problems such as spatial distributions, materials or sizes of 

transducers. 

Thunderstorm: combining acoustic levitation and electro-rotation 

Acoustic levitation permits to suspend objects in mid-air and translate them around free 3D 

paths. This represents a new opportunity for creating dynamic physical visualizations without 

the restrains of gravity or mechanical actuation. Also, floating grids of particles can be used 

as projection surfaces that change their position and shape.  
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However, the angle of the levitated objects has never been controlled, acoustic manipulators 

have significant limitations and only cross-shaped moving screens have been generated. 

Here, we show a method for endowing any object with dielectric properties by coating it with 

transparent nanopowder. Thereby, an electric field generated with engineered voltages 

applied into transparent electrodes can control the orientation of the levitating objects. 

Moreover, we present a new optimization approach for creating acoustic levitation points at 

any position and moving 2D grids of particles. 

The benefits of combining the electric field for rotation and the acoustic field for translation 

are exemplified with two scenarios. Firstly, levitating objects can now adopt any 3D position 

as well as angle for conveying different states or rotation information. Secondly, grids of 

floating particles do not need to receive projected light, they can be orientated to show the 

desired facet; therefore, reducing eye fatigue as well as improving readability, viewing angle 

and dynamic range. 

Holographic Acoustic Lenses 

It is now a common practice to create acoustic lenses that can focalised sound; they are 

analogous in functioning to the optical lenses. That is, due to the difference in speed across 

the medium the phases get shifted. So far, lots of acoustic lenses have been made of PMMA 

or materials that have similar acoustic impedance to water. Here, we prove that apart from 

focusing, other phase-modulations can be achieved to enable acoustic levitation with one 

transducers or even the creations of pressure holograms for haptic or stamping processes. 

Wormhole metamaterials 

Acoustic metamaterials have important applications in sonar, medical ultrasound or cloaking 

devices since they permit to steer, focalize and deflect acoustic waves. Most of the existing 

metamaterials can be classified as labyrinthine structures. That is, a piece of material that 

contains micro-channels of different lengths shaped as zigzag tubes, curves or hollow 

spheres. The different lengths introduce phase-shifts that shape the waves that pass through 

the material.  

Despite their popularity, labyrinthine structures present several limitations. Firstly, due to the 

curved nature of the conduits, the waves suffer significant attenuation. Secondly, the focus 
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is achieved by phase-shift and thus the acoustic energy still gets spread. And finally, all the 

conduits are local, meaning that they are contained in the same lateral position, thus the 

available space in the material is misused. 

Here, we propose a new type of metamaterials, Wormholes. In them, the conduits are not 

locally constrained but they can start and end at any position. This generates a complex 

structures of entangled tubes similar to the ones observed in long-chain polymers or proteins. 

The layout of the tubes should minimize their curvature and maximize the occupied space. 

Therefore, the design of wormhole metamaterial can be seen as an optimization problem or 

as physical simulation of bendy tubes. Later, this structure can be 3D printed with FDM for 

the macroscale and with two-photon lithography for the microscale applications. 

We expect that Wormhole metamaterials will lead to powerful tractor beams for the 

manipulation of either macroscopic or microscopic elements, acoustic holograms for haptic 

sensations or stamping and to the first low-attenuation air lenses that would improve sonars 

and other forms of ultrasound imaging. 

Phantom Acoustic Force Fields: sub-wavelength multiplexing 

Phased Arrays can focalize and steer acoustic waves electronically with incredible speed and 

accuracy. Here, we present a novel method for multiplexing focal points at sub-periodic 

speeds to make the resultant radiation force a superposition of the multiplexed points. This 

permits to create force field with unprecedented strength and shapes. These force fields can 

be used either for constraining or shielding areas. 

For instance, constraining a particle from all sides will levitate it, enabling the levitation of 

particles bigger than the wavelength. Other future applications could be constraining oil 

spills, drug delivered inside the human body or hot plasma. On the other hand, it could be 

possible to shield an area from toxic gases or water drops. 

Taming the Acoustic Vortices 

Bessel beams (aka Vortices) have been theorized to be the perfect candidates for tractor 

beams. That is, a beam emitted from a single-sided device that is capable of exert pulling 

forces towards the source. Vortex traps emerged from our optimizer as one of the solutions. 

However, that is only the case when the levitated particle is considered as a point without 
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volume. Both experimentally and with enhanced models we observed that a Vortex is only 

adequate for trapping small particles. Particles that are bigger than 1/3 of the wavelength start 

to orbit until being ejected, rendering the trap impractical. 

We characterize the orbiting and stability of a particle inside a Vortex and present methods 

to made the vortex stable. Also, the transfer of orbital angular momentum (OAM) can be 

controlled to rotate at the desired speed even symmetric particles. The basic principle to 

control the transfer of OAM and make the vortex stable is to switch its direction with 

microseconds accuracy. 

Full Lock 

We have introduced the Twin trap, a single-beam that can fully hold a particle in the desired 

position, move it around and also rotate asymmetric particles. However, the particles can be 

rotated with only one degree of freedom and they still rotate uncontrollably in one axis. That 

is, the Twin trap locks the particle with 3Dof in translation but only with 2Dof in rotation.  

We present the Quad trap, a modification of the Twin trap that looks like four cylinders of 

high-intensity. A particle with the shape of a cross can be trapped inside the cylinder and 

become completely locked.  

Now, with a full lock in position and rotation it is possible to expand our manipulation 

capabilities. For instance, the trapped particles can be used for sewing or twisting the attached 

elements being them DNA, polymer chains or suture threads. This method also works in 

optical trapping and has never been reported. 

Standing Twins and Standing Vortices 

Until this thesis, only standing waves were able to create full trapping (i.e. lock in three 

dimensions). We introduced the Twin, Vortex and Bottle traps; these traps are single-beam, 

Twin traps can rotate particles controllably and Vortex traps can centrifuge particles at very 

high speeds.  

However, they still have limited transversal trapping force compared to the standing waves. 

A Bottle traps is 7 times weaker in the direction of propagation than a Standing wave and 

Twin or Vortex traps are 30 times weaker than the Standing wave. 
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We introduced the Standing Twins and Standing Vortices which still require two opposed 

arrays to be generated but provide transversal forces comparable to Standing waves while 

retaining the ability to controllably rotate or centrifuge the levitated particles. Additionally, 

these novel acoustic structures can trap several particles between the two opposed arrays; 

namely, one particle every half of the wavelength. 

That is, these acoustic structures have strong transversal forces capable of levitating heavy 

objects and can also orientate them. We show applications in 3D printing with a levitated 

printing head or in sewing across different materials. 

Hollow focal points 

Acoustic Bottles emerged from our optimizer as one of the optimum levitation mechanisms. 

From all the single-beam traps, Bottle traps exert the strongest transversal forces. Other 

papers had described Bottle beams as Airy-beams with axial symmetry. 

Here, we prove that Bottle beam have a simpler interpretation. They are hollow focal points; 

that is, a small-aperture array focalised in the same point as a large-aperture array with a pi-

phase difference. The small-aperture array creates a wide focal point and the large-aperture 

one a sharper focal point. Due to the phase difference, the sharper focal point makes the wide 

focal point a hollow Bottle. 

Following this interpretation, it is possible to generate Bottle beams of different sizes that 

permit to levitate heavier and bigger objects. 

Abduction Ray 

A tractor beam is capable of seizing a particle that is floating adrift and pulling it towards the 

source. However, most of the particles are not floating in mid-air but resting on a surface. In 

this thesis, we have shown particles being trapped when they are floating in mid-air or resting 

on acoustically absorbent or transparent materials; but capturing particles that are resting on 

a reflective surface (e.g. a petri dish, a table or sea rock) remain as an open problem.  

No approach exists for picking up a particle from a reflective surface without contact. A 

reflective surface alters the acoustic field and render the traps inoperative. A standing wave 

is formed between one emitter and the reflective surface but the node is always in the same 
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position independent to the emitter position. That is, it is easy to lift the particle from the 

surface to the first node but there is no way of elevating it further.  

We call “abduction ray” to a mechanisms able to pull particles that are resting on a reflective 

surface. Here, we present the first realization of an abduction ray. The main mechanism is 

based on creating a standing wave using the surface as a reflector and changing the frequency 

of the emitter to elevate the particle until the next node. Then, switching back to the original 

frequency and repeating the process. For focalising the acoustic energy, an acoustic lens will 

be used in water and an acoustic mirror in air. 

Acoustic waveguides induced in mid-air with lasers 

One of the futuristic weapons that has been realized realized is the Electrolaser. In this 

weapon, a high-intensity laser is fired to create an ionic channel of along its path. Then, 

microseconds afterwards, a high-voltage current is fired and travels through the ionic 

channel. Thereby, it is possible to transfer high voltage in mid-air without the necessity of 

any wire or cable. 

We propose to use the same principle to create an acoustic waveguide in mid-air. Firstly, a 

laser is fired and heats the air. Then or meanwhile, acoustic waves are transmitted through 

this channel of hot air that due to the difference of speed between hot and cold air acts as a 

waveguide. This may be a way of transferring mechanical energy between long distances. 

Levitating Atoms 

So far we have levitated a couple of objects, but it has never been studied in depth how to 

control multiple objects independently. We propose to employ acoustic levitation to create 

dynamic 3D physical shapes made of numerous lightweight levitating objects. Hundreds of 

levitating voxels will be able to form different 3D objects that can be touched and viewed 

from any angle. 

As we shift towards touchless interactions (e.g. Kinect, Leap Motion or over the surface 

tabletops), the lack of physicality becomes an emerging problem that hinders the user 

experience. The user has no tangible controller and the interaction is indirect, meaning that 

the visual feedback and the interaction space are not in the same location. This creates a big 

cognitive disconnection. In this future project, users could touch and interact with the objects 
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that are composed of hundreds of levitating atoms as they would do with objects in real life 

but with the versatility of controlling computationally the shape and appearance of the mid-

air objects. 

In-vivo Levitation 

Sound cannot propagate through the void of space; however, it can travel through water and 

more important, through human tissue. In fact, sound travelling through human flesh suffers 

less attenuation than across air. 

Controllably holding and manipulating particles inside the human body would enable new 

medical procedures with lots of potential applications. For instance, an external levitator 

could be used to move particles inside the kidneys, eyes, lungs or veins. The particles could 

be harmful entities like kidney stones and clots; or deliberately inserted particles such as 

micro-surgical instruments controlled from the outside without any incision or capsules of 

drugs that are hold around the area of interest in targeted drug delivery scenarios. 

 




